Collect suggested items for women facing surgery and treatment. Distribute them at your local cancer center or hospital.

Empower your community to learn about healthy living with a nutrition program, cooking demonstration, or fitness/athletic class.

Organize a sale and have a percentage of the proceeds benefit Sharsheret. Ex. Bake sale, trunk show, tie dye masks, grilled cheese midnight midterm snack sale etc.

Plan a Mah Jongg game or tournament in your community or with your private Mah Jongg group.

Arrange a cake war competition where students compete to design and decorate cakes with a designated theme.

Delve more deeply into one particular topic with a presentation by experts.

Don’t see exactly what you’re looking for? Contact Sharsheret to create the perfect program.

Engage, Educate, and Empower through one of Sharsheret’s interactive in-person or virtual customized programs.